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November 2021
Curriculum Vitae

POSITIONS HELD

2019-present Stanford University, Department of Sociology
Professor
2019-present Stanford University, Urban Studies
Director
2017-2018 Stanford University, Program on Asian-American Studies
Director
2015-2018 Stanford University, Undergraduate Program on Comparative Studies in Race
and Ethnicity
Director
2014-2015 Stanford University, Program on Chicana/o-Latina/o Studies
Director
2014-2019 Stanford University, Department of Sociology
Associate Professor (with tenure)
2008-2014 Stanford University, Department of Sociology
Assistant Professor
2007-2009 New America Foundation
Fellow
2005-2008 University of California, San Diego, Department of Sociology
Assistant Professor

EDUCATION

2005 Harvard University, Ph.D. in sociology
2001 Harvard University, A.M. in sociology
1998 Santa Clara University, B.S. in sociology; magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa,
  Class Valedictorian

PUBLICATIONS

Books
* Book Symposium featured in forthcoming edition of Ethnic and Racial Studies  
* Author Meets Critic Session at 2019 Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, New York, NY (August 13)

* Distinguished Book Award - American Sociological Association’s Section on Latino/Latina Sociology, 2011*

**Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles**


2017    Hainmueller, Jens, Duncan Lawrence, Linna Martén, Bernard Black, Lucila Figueroa, Michael Hotard, Tomás R. Jiménez, Fernando Mendoza,

2016

2015

2015

2014

2014

2013

*Honorable Mention for the Oliver Cromwell Cox Article Award – American Sociological Association’s Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities, 2015*

2013

2010

2009

2008

*Distinguished Contribution to Research - Best Article Award – American Sociological Association’s Sociology Section on Latino/Latina Sociology, 2010*

Reprinted in:

2007

2007

2005

2004

Book Chapters

forthcoming

2014

2011

2003

2011  Jiménez, Tomás R. “Immigrants in the United States: How Well are they Integrating into Society?” Migration Policy Institute, Washington, DC.


**Other Publications**


**HONORS & AWARDS (RESEARCH)**

2021-25 International Fellow, Institut Convergences Migrations, Paris, France

2020-21 Stanford Impact Labs Faculty Fellowship ($50,000)

2020- Sociological Research Association, Member

2019 J. William Fulbright Specialist Grant, La Sorbonne, Paris, France

2018-19 Faculty Research Fellow, Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity, Stanford University

2017-18 Gordon and Dailey Pattee Fellowship, Stanford University, ($4,000)

2017-19 United Parcel Service Endowment Fund at Stanford for “Vehicle Dwelling;” $80,696 (with Marianne Cooper and Chrystal Redekopp)

2017-19 Russell Sage Foundation grant for “Sub-federal Immigration Policy and Belonging” (with Deborah Schildkraut, Yuen Huo, and John Dovidio) ($49,977)

2017-19 Sigma Xi Scientific Research Honors Society Distinguished Lecturer

2016 National Science Foundation Sociology Doctoral Dissertation Research for Anna Lunn – “Understanding the Mechanisms of Peer Influence: An Analysis of Rural Indian Households’ Decisions to Construct In-home Latrines” (SES-1602176) ($11,753.00)

2016 Russell Sage Foundation grant for “Undocumented Status and Immigrant Families: An Interdisciplinary Impact Evaluation of Deferred Action” (with Jens Hainmueller, David Laitin, Fernando Mendoza, and Duncan Lawrence) ($109,065)

2015-2016 France-Stanford Center for Interdisciplinary Studies grant for “The Role of Social Assistance Programs in the Socioeconomic Incorporation of Immigrants. A Comparative Study of Latino Immigrants in France, Spain and the United States” (with Marie-Laure Mallet) ($16,200)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Position/Grant Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013-14</td>
<td>Fellow, Institute for Research in the Social Sciences, Stanford University, Stanford, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-13</td>
<td>Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University, Stanford, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Summer Fellow, Russell Sage Foundation, New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-13</td>
<td>National Science Foundation Sociology Program Grant for “Assimilation and the Host Society,” $146,438 (SES-1121281)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-12</td>
<td>Russell Sage Foundation grant for “Collaborative Project on Immigration and National Belonging: Proposal for Pilot Studies” (with Jack Dovidio, Yuen Ho, and Deborah Schildkraut) $35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation and Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Career Enhancement Fellowship; $30,000 (declined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>American Sociological Association Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline for “Assimilation and the US Host Society;” $7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>United Parcel Service Endowment Fund at Stanford for “Assimilation and the Host Society in Metropolitan America;” $54,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>Stanford Institute for Research in the Social Sciences Seed Grant for “Immigration, Assimilation, and the U.S. Host Society;” $10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>Stanford President’s Fund for Innovation in International Studies for “Human Well Being and International Migration: Issues and Ideas about Ethnicity, Race, and Language” (with Guadalupe Valdéz, Albert Camarillo, Fernando Mendoza, Miguel Méndez, and Matt Snipp) $90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity, Faculty Summer Research Grant for “Contexts for Bilingualism Among U.S.-Born Latinos, 1990 and 2000;” $3,000 (with April Linton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego Center for Comparative Immigration Studies and Center for U.S.-Mexico Studies Visiting Research Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>American Sociological Association Congressional Fellowship; Office of United States Representative Michael M. Honda (CA-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Excellence in Teaching Certificate from the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning at Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-04</td>
<td>National Science Foundation Dissertation Improvement Grant; $7,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2001  Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship for language study in México
2000-03  American Sociological Association Minority Fellowship $45,000
2000  Ford Foundation Pre-Dissertation Fellowship (declined)

HONORS & AWARDS (TEACHING)
2021-26  Robert and Ruth Halperin University Fellow in Undergraduate Education, Stanford University
2016  School of Humanities & Sciences Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching, Stanford University
2015  Faculty Appreciation Award, El Centro Chicano y Latino, Stanford University
2006-07  Professor of the Year, Center for Iberian and Latin American Studies, University of California, San Diego

SELECTED CONFERENCE PAPERS & PRESENTATIONS
2015  “Reframing Success for the ‘Hosts’,” presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Sociological Association, Chicago, IL (August 23)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Event/Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>“Shades of White: How High-Skilled Immigration Shapes what it Means to be White” (with Adam Horowitz), presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Sociological Association, Las Vegas, NV (August 22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>“Immigration in the Making of Ethnic and National Narratives: The Case of Mexican Americans,” presented at Stories of Nationhood in Plural Societies, Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark (May 14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>“Assimilation in an Era of Immigrant Replenishment,” panel talk at Celebrating Diversity: Making and Unmaking Race, Ethnicity and Difference in the 21st Century, 10th Year Celebration Conference for the Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity, Stanford University, Stanford, CA (November 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>“The Reflected Image: Mexican Americans’ Opinions about the Effects of Mexican Immigration,” presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, Montreal, Quebec, Canada (August 12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>“History and Destiny: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants and Ethnic Identity,” presented at the Latino Studies Symposium, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts (April 15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>“Established Mexican Americans’ Views toward Mexican Immigrants in Garden City, Kansas and Santa Maria, California,” presented at the Metropolis Conference, Montreal, Canada (March 27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2002

SELECTED INVITED TALKS & LECTURES

2014
“Rethinking Race and Immigration in an Era of Mass Immigration: Evidence from a High-Skilled Gateway,” University of Pennsylvania, Department of Sociology Colloquium Series, Philadelphia, PA (February 19)

2013
“When White Is Just Alright: How Immigrants Redefine Achievement and Reconfigure the Ethnoracial Hierarchy,” University of California, Irvine Colloquium Series, Irvine, CA (November 6)

2013
“Rethinking Race and Immigration in an Era of Mass Immigration: Evidence from a High-Skilled Gateway,” Columbia University Department of Sociology Colloquium Series, New York, NY (September 25)

2013
“How to Love America – Reinvent America,” Oregon Humanities “Think & Drink” public discussion series, Portland, OR (May 15)

2013
“What’s Really Behind Diversity’s Effect on Social Capital? Evidence from a Hyper-diverse Context” Keynote lecture, Migration and Immigrant Incorporation Workshop, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA (March 7)

2012
“The State of Immigrant Integration,” keynote address at the conference, “Responding to Immigrants in New Growth Communities Research Seminar,” University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL (May 4)

2012
“Shades of White: How Immigrant ‘Guests’ Define Belonging for Native-born ‘Hosts,’” Research Laboratory on Migrations, Mobilities and Social Change, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada (March 21)

2011
“There’s More to Come… Looking beyond the Second Generation and what it means for Assimilation;” Second Generation & Racial Boundaries Workshop, Institute for the Social Sciences, Cornell University (December 9)

2011
“Immigrants in the United States: How well are they Integrating?” Woodrow Wilson Center International Center for Scholars, Washington, DC (June 14)

2010  “Replenished Ethnicity: Mexican Americans, Immigration and Identity,” invited talk at the Mexican Studies Seminar, Katz Center for Mexican Studies, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL (April 20)

2010  “Sociology: Bringing the Personal, Taking the Universal,” keynote address to the Loyola-Marymount University chapter of the Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Honors Society, Los Angeles, CA (March 13)

2009  “Replenished Ethnicity: Mexican Americans, Immigration and Identity,” address to the World Affairs Council of Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, CA (April 4)

2009  “California v2.0: Roads to Fundamental Reform,” panelist for forum sponsored by the New America Foundation, Sacramento, CA (June 22)

2009  “Mexican Immigrant Replenishment and the Continuing Significance of Ethnicity and Race,” Chicano/Latino Research Center Speaker Series, University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA (May 28)

2009  “Replenished Ethnicity: Mexican Americans, Immigration and Identity,” keynote address to the 36th Annual Western Sociology and Anthropology Departments Undergraduate Research Conference, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA (April 4)

2008  “Does the United States Need an Immigrant Integration Policy,” panel organizer and moderator at Zócalo Public Square Lecture Series, Skirball Cultural Center, Los Angeles, CA (December 10)

2008  “The Replenished: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigration, and the Dynamics of Ethnic Identity,” invited lecture at the Research Institute of Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity Faculty Seminar Series, Stanford University, Stanford, CA (November 20)

2008  “From Pluribus to Unum: Immigrant Integration and California’s Future,” invited public talk sponsored by the New America Foundation and the California Research Consortium, Sacramento, CA (July 25)

2008  “From Pluribus to Unum,” invited speaker for the “Roundtable on Race, Immigration and Public Policy,” University of California, Riverside, Riverside, CA (May 28)
“Contexts for Bilingualism among US-Born Latinos: 1990 and 2000,” (with April Linton) invited lecture for the Population, Society and Inequality Colloquium Series, Department of Sociology, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA (April 29)

“Immigrant Assimilation” address to the San Diego Chapter of the League of Women Voters, San Diego, CA (October 26)

“Immigrant Replenishment and the Continuing Significance of Ethnicity and Race: The Case of the Mexican-origin Population,” New Metropolis Initiative Speaker Series lecture at the Institute for the Study of Social Change, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA (September 27)

“Weighing the Costs and Benefits of Mexican Immigration: The Mexican American Perspective,” lecture at the Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA (February 28)

“Immigrant Rights,” panelist for the San Diego/Imperial Counties American Civil Liberties Union Membership Conference, California Western School of Law, San Diego, CA (February 24)

“The Practical Realities of Immigration and Immigration Policy,” presentation for an immigration symposium, Saint Paul’s Episcopal Cathedral, San Diego, CA (December 2)

“The Immigration Debate: Is Border Enforcement the Answer?” Distinguished Lecture for the Osher Life-Long Learning Institute, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA (November 2)

“Contexts for Bilingualism among US-Born Latinos: 1990 and 2000,” (with April Linton) invited presentation for the Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA (November 1)

“Mexican Immigrant Replenishment and the Ethnic Options of Mexican Americans,” invited lecture at the Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA (November 29)


“Latino Identity,” lecture at the Latino Youth Leadership Conference, American University, Washington, DC (April 9)

History and Destiny: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants and Ethnic Identity,” key-note lecture to the Center for Multicultural Learning, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA (February 20)
2002 Keynote Speaker, Annual Meeting of the Kansas League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), Garden City, Kansas (April 8)

COMMENTARY & MEDIA

Editorials


2013 “Mexican American Mobility: Solid evidence suggests that assimilation fears should not hinder immigration reform.” (with Helen B Marrow). A13 in Los Angeles Times (July 2)
Also appeared in:
Atlanta Journal Constitution (July 7)
The Korea Herald (July 7)
The Gainesville Times (July 7)

2010 “Legalization Must Be Part of Immigration Reform: A path to citizenship for those already here illegally is crucial.” Los Angeles Times (April 29).

2010 “We Come from Someplace Else,” Perspective for KQED radio, San Francisco (March 11).

2009 “Commentary: Mexican-Americans Have Deep U.S. Ties,” CNN.com (October 6)

2009 “Illegal Crossings are Down, but Not Because of Border Fence,” p. in San José Mercury News (July 28).


Reprinted in:


**Selected Media Appearances**

2019  “Assimilation is a Two-way Street,” featured guest on *Think*, KERA Public Radio, Dallas, TX (August 27)


2014  “Is US Immigration the Latest Humanitarian Crisis?” guest Panelist on KCRW (Los Angeles) *Radio’s to the Point* (June 24)
2012  “Census Changes Proposed,” guest panelist on KQED (San Francisco) Radio’s Forum (August 14)

2010  “Loyal Ties Questioned Amid Mexico Drug War,” interview on National Public Radio’s Tell Me More (March 2)

2009  “Are We Too Obsessed with Immigration Policy?” interview with WTOP Radio, Washington, DC (January 25)

2008  “Many Illegal Immigrants Leave US,” invited commentary for ABC-7 San Francisco Evening News (November 21)

2008  “As U.S. Economy Slows, So Do Border Crossings,” invited commentary for The NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams (June 24)

2008  “Immigration Economics,” invited commentary for Lou Dobbs Tonight, CNN television, (March 21)

2008  “America’s Racial Divide” invited guest on Talk of San Diego with Bob Kittle, SignOnRadio.com Internet radio, a division of the San Diego Union-Tribune, San Diego, CA (March 20)

2008  “Mexican Americans, Assimilations, and Race,” invited guest on The Patt Morrison Show, KPCC Public Radio, Los Angeles, CA (March 18)

2008  “Immigration,” featured guest on Op-Ed Talk with Bernie Jones, SignOnRadio.com Internet Radio, a division of the San Diego Union-Tribune, San Diego, CA (January 15)

2006  “Student walkouts hark back to the Chicano Movement,” guest on These Days with Tom Fudge, KPBS Public Radio, San Diego, CA (April 13)

Quoted in/Research Highlighted in:

RESEARCH AFFILIATIONS
2008 - Core Faculty Affiliate, Center for Comparative Studies of Race and Ethnicity, Stanford University
2008- Faculty Affiliate, Center for Latin American Studies, Stanford University
2005-08 Faculty Affiliate, Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, University of California, San Diego
2005-08 Faculty Affiliate, Center for Center for Iberian and Latin American Studies, University of California, San Diego
2002-03 Graduate Student Associate, David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies, Harvard University
1999-2005 Graduate Student Associate, Malcolm Wiener Center for Social Policy, Harvard University Kennedy School of Government

SELECTED DEPARTMENT & UNIVERSITY SERVICE

Stanford University, 2008-present
2020-present Task Force Member, Task Force to Recommend New Infrastructure for the Study of Race and the Impacts of Race on Society at Stanford
2020-present Committee Member, Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access in a Learning Environment (IDEAL) Provostial Postdoctoral Fellowship Advisory Committee
2020-present Committee Member, Vice Provost for Graduate Education Advisory Committee
2018-present Committee Member, Haas Center for Public Service Faculty Advisory Committee
2019-2020 Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Sociology
2015-2018 Committee Member, Vice Provost for Graduate Education Diversity Advisory Committee
2014-2018 Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Sociology
2015-2017 Co-founder and Member, Faculty Diversity Committee, Department of Sociology
2008-2009 Committee Member, Guiding Concilio Latino, Stanford University
2008-present Faculty Mentor, EDGE: Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education Doctoral Fellowship Program
Tomás R. Jiménez

Curriculum Vitae

University of California, San Diego, 2005-2008

2005-08 Steering Committee, Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, University of California, San Diego

ACADEMIC SERVICE, PROFESSIONAL & PUBLIC SERVICE


2020-2021 Steering Committee Member, Immigrant Integration and Inclusion Strategic Plan, County of San Mateo, San Mateo County, California

2020-2021 Welcoming Standard Content Advisory Board Member, Welcoming America, Decatur, GA

2016-2018 Editorial Board Member, American Sociological Association Rose Series in Sociology

2014-2017 Committee Member, Committee on Awards, American Sociological Association

2011-2014 Member, Minority Affairs Advisory Panel of the American Sociological Association

2011-2013 Advisory Council Member for America Abroad Media’s special radio series, “Integration and Identity in the West”

2010-2013 Member of the Cultural Contact and Immigration Working Group, Russell Sage Foundation, New York, NY

2009-12 Council Member, International Migration Section of the American Sociological Association

2000-06 Trustee, Santa Clara University

2000-04 Resident Tutor, Lowell House, Harvard University

2000-01 Graduate Student Representative on Graduate Admissions Committee, Department of Sociology, Harvard University
1999-00 Graduate Student Representative to Committee on Higher Degrees, Department of Sociology, Harvard University